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For Borderlands 2 on the Xbox 360, a GameFAQs Q&A question titled "How can i get the infinity pistol?".. Is there any other
boss that drops the Infinity gun? borderlands-2. I remember some mini boss in a DLC drops one, or has a chance too. Doc
Mercy just .... Spray hordes of enemies without worrying about ammo, here's where you'll find the Infinity Pistol from
Borderlands 2.. I... uh... ) October 18, 2016, 1:57am #2. I love the Infinity, but I can't farm them for specifics. I do a lot of Peak
runs and let them happen. 2 Likes. anon13808724 .... In a non modded game, only one pistol is truly infinite. That pistol is a
vladof legendary that can drop from Doc. Mercy during or after the ...

There are many different variations of the Infinity pistol (Rapid, Patriot, etc.), and i've been asking around and searching online,
but I cannot get a straight answer .... Rapid Infinity is a orange Pistol in Borderlands 2 ... higher level when farming Doc Mercy,
you will get a higher level version of the Rapid Infinity.. The quest is given out around level 8-11 by Dr Zed. You can find the
quest that Doc Mercy is the miniboss of, 'Medical Mystery', after completing .... Borderlands 2 | How to get the Infinity Pistol |
Fastest and Easiest Way ... "easiest way to get pistol:" play .... If you are farming for specific parts/element, you will go over 100
runs easy. Sure 2 minutes is not much but it adds up. KALDOR DRAIGO Sep 16, .... Fans of the Borderlands franchise may
already be familiar with the Infinity pistol, as it appeared previously in Borderlands 2. Manufactured by .... Borderlands 2 is my
favorite game of all time. Since I love the game and making things I made this Corrosive Infinity Pistol. In the Sketchup ... next
gun I make. Also, included are all the .stl in case you just want to get printing.. How to get the Borderlands 3 Infinity Pistol. ...
Tales from the Borderlands 2 is in the works, according to prolific Telltale leaker .... Also: “I'm lazy, I don't wanna farm for it”
isn't gonna go over so well in BL2. I'd just get some overalls and start your farming lifestyle. It's the way of the game.. Hi! In
this video i am going to show how you can get infinity pistol from doc mercy, in Tree horns valley!! Click .... He dropped the
infinity for level 36. This is beginning to annoy me for the simple fact that i am farming him to get a damn pistol for my level
and .... How to make Borderlands 2 run better? Link the Vault Insider Course also uncover caring Throughout game loot
intended for Borderlands 2 .... Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Borderlands 2 DVA Infinity Pistol DLC
CARD SHIFT CODES PACK [NO GAME] FOR XBOX 360, PS3, ...

Also, when editing this page, please do not go into too much detail describing the ... Credits to those borderlands 2 infinity pistol
stopped working Feb 05, 2016 .... This is a refresher for Borderlands 2 on how to quickly farm the Infinity Pistol from Doc
Mercy. This guide is ... 9666960833 
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